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MY Take on Fall Fashion 2019 from a Photographers Perspective

When having your Family/Couple’s/Maternity/Portrait photographs taken you are investing in yourself.  Your 
personality should come through your outt a little bit! Have some fun with it and try not to stress yourself out 
too much.  Try and look at it tactically. Like a mission.

SSolid Colours photograph beautifully, I feel they make the individual stand out opposed to the clothing and keep 
your images timeless.  I suggest keeping your colours muted or on the desaturated side.  (Unless you are super 
happy and bright and you see yourself and your family in bright colours such as bright yellow, red and blue. This 
looks great too…but def has to match your personality!)  The reason I like the muted tones is that they match the 
low warm Autumn light!!! (But hey I can rock a good bright colour light session too!!) Plus it’s 2019/20 and these 
warm desaturated tones are on trend.  I have included some examples in the following document for trends of 
ppatterns, colours, texture and accessories.

Solid colours blend awesome with one pattern.  It may be a oral, a stripe an animal print.  But in your tribe, let 
only one pattern take the spotlight, also consider layering something solid over top such as a cardigan or a 
leather or jean jacket.

TThese solid pieces have fabulous relationships with each other in colour tones that are similar yet different.  
Think a soft warm pink and a soft brown with ivory.  Or a muted blue, warm pink  a warm brown and a pop of 
cherry red.  Possibly a mustard/rusty colour combined with jeans/khakis add gray shirts or cardigans/ a brown 
sweater.  Navy blue, burgundy, mustard or gray look fab. All these colours look great together, they match but 
you are coordinated not matchy matchy. 

SStanding out with a Bold Pattern, let only one person shine!! It can be a oral dress for Mom, or a striped t-shirt 
on Brother. Sister could wear her favourite animal print.  But then, everyone else coordinates and wears solid 
muted tones in a colour combination that ows with the one pattern.

Ladies think, big cashmere like sweaters with a turtle neck or an over the shoulder. Super Feminine dresses, girls 
go big, get a long owing dress and stand out of your photo like the queen you are!!

Gentlemen think, 2 solid colours and call it a day 

Accessories!!!  Throw in a warm pair of brown knee high boots and a camel hat.  Use that for the end of the 
session session to change up your look. For the men a beanie can be fun for a couple photos too.

Texture such as velvet is so lush and on trend right now.  Linen as well, super classic and bohemian at the same 
time.

Scarves, jean jackets, leather jackets, long cardigans all super fun and can be photographed on and off.

Blankets! I have a pretty full tickle trunk of blankets and sheep skins, but if you have a blanket at home that will 
rock your Family/Whatever Session…bring it!! I always carry a base blanket so we don’t trash the one on top!!

I hope I have given you some fun stuff to think about, and not overwhelmed you.  Keep it simple and have fun!  
RRemember you don’t need to shop, you can borrow from a friend too!!
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